
PCR 

Polymerase Chain Reaction 

 

Why is it important? 

How did it get here?  

What is it? 

 



Why is it important? 

• PCR is now a common and often indispensable 
technique used in medical and biological 
research labs for a variety of applications. 

• Developed in 1983 by Kary Mullis,  

•  In 1993, Mullis was awarded the Nobel Prize in 
Chemistry along with Michael Smith for his 
work on PCR. 

 



What are some of the Apps 

• PCR can be used to analyze extremely small 
amounts of sample. This is often critical for 
forensic analysis, when only a trace 
amount of DNA is available as evidence (ala 
CSI). 

• PCR 'fingerprints' methods have high 
discriminative power and can be used to 
identify genetic relationships between 
individuals, such as parent-child or between 
siblings, and are used in paternity testing.   



More Applications 

• PCR may also be used in the analysis of ancient 
DNA that is tens of thousands of years old.  

– These PCR-based techniques have been 
successfully used on animals, such as a forty-
thousand-year-old mammoth.   

– also on human DNA, in applications ranging from 
the analysis of Egyptian mummies,  the 
identification of a Russian tsar and identification 
of remains of Christopher Columbus 



More Applications 

• PCR can supply a DNA sequence to expedite 
recombinant DNA technologies involving the 
insertion of a DNA sequence into a plasmid or 
the genetic material of another organism.  

– For example inserting the DNA gene into a 
bacteria to make human insulin for commercial 
production.  

– or into Algae to make ethyl alcohol for gasoline 
production. 



More Applications 

• PCR permits early diagnosis of malignant 
diseases such as leukemia and lymphomas, 
which are currently highest-developed in 
cancer research and are already used 
routinely. 



More Applications 

• PCR can be used in the detection of 
infectious agents and the discrimination of 
non-pathogenic from pathogenic strains of 
bacteria by identifying specific genes 
(fingerprints) of the bacteria. 

 

• Viral DNA can likewise be identified by PCR.  
The high sensitivity of PCR permits virus 
detection soon after infection and even 
before the onset of disease. Such early 
detection may give physicians a significant 
lead in treatment. 



Summary of importance 

• The improvements made by Mullis has been 
described by The New York Times as "highly 
original and significant, virtually dividing 
biology into the two epochs of before P.C.R. 
and after P.C.R." 



Who is Kary Mullis and how did he 
come up with the idea. 

• Kary Mullis, born in December 1944, in a small town in 
North Carolina.  His parents background was farming.  

• He earned a BS degree in chemistry from the Georgia 
Institute of Technology in Atlanta in 1966, during which 
time he got married and started a business.  

• He  received a Ph.D. in biochemistry from the University 
of California, Berkeley in 1972; his research focused on 
synthesis and structure of proteins. 

 



Kary Mullis 

• After receiving his PhD, Mullis left science to write 
fiction, but quit and became a biochemist at a medical 
school in Kansas City.  

• Next he managed a bakery for two years.  

• Mullis returned to science at the encouragement of 
friend who got him a job with the biotechnology 
company Cetus Corporation in Emeryville, California. 

•  Mullis worked as a DNA  chemist at Cetus for seven 
years; it was there, in 1983, that Mullis invented his 
prize-winning improvements to the polymerase chain 
reaction 



Now it begins to get weird 

• Leaving science again, in 1992, Mullis founded 
a business with the intent to sell pieces of 
jewelry containing the amplified DNA of 
deceased famous people like Elvis Presley and 
Marilyn Monroe 



• In Mullis's 1998 autobiography Dancing Naked 
in the Mind Field, he gives his account of the 
commercial development of PCR, as well as 
providing insights into his opinions and 
experiences 



Weird 

• In his autobiography Mullis said, "Back in the 1960s 
and early '70s I took plenty of LSD. A lot of people 
were doing that in Berkeley back then.  I found it to 
be a mind-opening experience. It was certainly 
much more important than any courses I ever 
took.“ 

•  “Another scientist revealed that he was told by 
Nobel-prize-winning chemist Kary Mullis that LSD 
had helped him develop the polymerase chain 
reaction that helps amplify specific DNA 
sequences." 



Opinions and Experiences 

• In his autobiography, Mullis expressed disagreement 
with the scientific evidence supporting climate 
change and ozone depletion,  and that HIV causes 
AIDS.  

• In his book, Mullis also chronicles his romantic 
relationships, use of LSD, synthesis and self-testing of 
novel psychoactive substances, belief in astrology 
and an encounter with an extraterrestrial in the 
form of a fluorescent raccoon.  

 

 



Summary of Mullis 

 

• I think it is safe to say that Mullis as a 
scientist is quite an unusual character. 



PCR:  What is it? 

 

• It is so simple it is elegant. 
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PCR:  What is it? 

 

• PCR is a process to take a small 

DNA sample and create more of 

the identical sample.  



Why do I need more DNA? 

• One Strand of DNA will not give 

sufficient signal for use in an 

analytical measurement or 

sufficient sample to manipulate in 

an experiment 

 

•  In other words, I can’t tell if I 

have any or if it is the right thing 

 

 



FIRST SOME DNA 

BACKGROUND 



Cells 
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Within every living 

organism are cells 



The Cell  - 

• The Cell is the most basic functional 

unit of life. It can be compared to a  

well functioning city in its remarkable 

purpose and design. 

Workers 

Power Plant 

Roads 

Trucks 

Factories 

Library 

Recycling center 

Police 

Post office 

Communications 

 

Proteins/Enzymes 

Mitochondria 

Actin fibers, microtubules 

Kinesin, dynein, myosin 

Ribosomes 

Genome  (DNA) 

Lysosome 

Chaperones 

Golgi apparatus 

Signaling networks 

 



Inside the cell 

Nucleus 

Cell 

cytoplasm 

A cell with 6 pairs of chromosomes. 
(Humans have 23 pairs.) 

The cytoplasm contains most of 

the functions of the city.  The 

nucleus contains the library 

function Chromosomes are made up of  

long chains of DNA 



A chromasome is like a “recipe book”  
 

37,545 “recipes” 

male 

37,544 “recipes” 

female 
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37,544 “recipes” 



Chromosomes 

• Chromosome is like a book of recipes 
Gene 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
• A Gene represents an individual recipe  

 



What is a gene? 

• A gene is a unit of information.   

• A gene, like a recipe, is composed of the 

DNA letters A,T,C, and G.  

• Just like English words depend on the 

specific order of letters, the instructions in a 

gene depend on the order of A,C,T,G.  

• A gene tells the cell machinery how to make 

a particular kind of protein 
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A DNA strand is composed of long 
stretches of four chemical ‘bases’, 

A,T,C and G 

Thymine Adenine Cytosine Guanine 
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Average of 1,000 ‘letters’ to make 
one  gene “recipe” 
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A closer look at one portion of the 
gene “recipe” 
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•The process of 

Polymerase Chain 

Reaction (PCR) 



Components of PCR solution 

• Polymerase 

• Primer 

• Nucleotides 



Polymerase 

• Protein, enzyme, that adds building blocks of 
nucleotides to form a chain.  It is an enzyme 
that makes a polymer. 

– DNA polymerase, RNA polymerase,  

 

• TAQ polymerase -  The crux of the invention.  
It is a thermal stable DNA polymerase.  Found 
in bacteria that live in hot springs 

 



Nucleotides (DNA monomers)  

 
• In order to form a polymer chain the building blocks 

(monomers) must have two reactive sites on each end 
of the molecule 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• DNA polymerase joins individual nucleotides (building 
blocks) of DNA together 



Primer 

• Short single strand DNA (17 to 30 

nucleotides),  

• It is necessary to initiate a polymerization  (It 
primes the pump so to speak) 

• Matches the initial portion of a strand of 

DNA in the area or gene of interest.  

(defines the template or target) 

 

 



PCR process takes place in three 
steps 

• The process is controlled by changing the reaction 
temperature and consists of 3 steps: 

– Denaturation (96 degrees C -20s), separates chains 

– Annealing(50 degrees C -20s), attaches primer 

– Extension (60 -70 degrees C -4min). activates enzyme 

 

• To generate enough copied DNA for detection, we repeat 
the process 30-60 times. 

 



Step 1:   Denature – Separating the 

strands 

• Heat the DNA sample isolated from a biological 
source in solution also containing primer, 
nucelotides and polymerase.    

• Heat causes the double stranded DNA to 
separate into single strands. 

• -------------------------------- 

 

         heat 

 ------------------------------- 

 ___________________ 

 



Step 2: Anneal- laying down the 

primer to the template 

The reaction begins 
 when a primer 
lays down on a 
DNA Template  



Step 3: Extension – making 

the rest of the 2
nd

 strand 

An enzyme then 
assembles a chain of 
bases that corresponds  
to the bases on the 
DNA Template  



Extension Continues template is copied 

The process is repeated many times 



 



Review of the PCR cycle 

• The process is controlled by changing the reaction 
temperature and consists of 3 steps: 

– Denaturation (96 degrees C -20s), separates chains 

– Annealing(50 degrees C -20s), attaches primer 

– Extension (60 -70 degrees C -4min). activates enzyme 

 

• To generate enough copied DNA for detection, we repeat 
the process 30-60 times. 

 



• http://www.dnatube.com/video/1397/The-
polymerase-chain-reaction-PCR 


